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The Key Release Notes – version 5.4 

Detailed below are changes that have been made for version 5.4 of the Key  

.NET Update 
Following the notification issued with v5.3, the Key now requires .NET 4.7 to run. Consequently, the 

Key will only operate on those operating systems supported by Microsoft for this version of .NET. A 

new prompt will now be displayed if a computer no longer meets the minimum specification.  

Consent Updates 
In order to manage client consent obligations under GDPR, a new ‘Consent Manager’ has been 

implemented that replaces the previous Data Protection Act (DPA) options that were available.  

Accessing the Consent Manager 

The Consent Manager is accessed from both the Client > Contact > Additional Information screen, 

and the Client > Fact Find (Sale Selection) screen.  

 

Figure 1: Consent Manager Button 

If the Consent Manager has not been completed, it will display with a red cross.  

Completing the Consent Manager - Client > Contact > Additional Information 

Clicking the button above will open the Consent Manager window.  

 

Figure 2: Consent Manager 

There are three elements to the Consent Manager; overall consent, the privacy policy, and 

marketing consent.  

The first element can be defined as ‘processing consent’, and this is where confirmation is recorded 

that the client(s) have consented to having their data stored and used. This text is configurable (see 
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below) and whilst default text has been provided this should be reviewed and amended to ensure 

that it fits in with the individual firm’s requirements.  

The Privacy Policy button will only appear if a document has been setup in the Key and associated as 

a Privacy Policy. The button is labelled as ‘Privacy Policy’ by default, but can be amended (see 

below). If no such document has been setup, the button and date field will not appear.  

If a user firm already had a document created and associated as a ‘DPA Statement’ in earlier versions 

of the Key, this has been associated with the Privacy Policy.  

If present, clicking on the ‘Privacy Policy’ button will automatically generate the associated 

document. Once saved to the client file, the date field will automatically populate.  

The final section collates the client(s) consent to marketing communication channels. If data has 

already been recorded within the Client > Contact > Additional Information area in earlier versions of 

the Key, this will be populated in this section. Consent recorded here will still impact the results 

when running a Mail Shot in Marketing > Mail Shot.  

Once completed, the text at the bottom of the window will be updated.  

 

Figure 3: Updated Consent Manager Example 

Completing the Consent Manager - Client > Fact Find (Sale Selection) 

The Consent Manager will also be displayed on the sale selection screen, as shown below.  

 

Figure 4: Consent Manager on Sale Selection Screen 
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For each new sale carried out with the same client, the ‘Consent Manager’ will initially appear with a 

red cross. This reflects the requirement to ensure any consent recorded remains valid and reflects 

any changes made. The Key will check to see when the sale is created, and when the consent was 

last updated – this ensures that consent does not need to be recorded for new clients when the user 

has already updated the status in the ‘Additional Information’ tab. For example, if the consent 

manager has been completed, any new sales created on the same day will show a green tick.  

Accessing the ‘Consent Manager’ from this screen will display the values last recorded. If these 

remain valid, clicking the ‘Save’ button will update the ‘Last Updated’ value and change the red cross 

to a green tick. As the last updated field is automated, this process ensures that even when there are 

no material changes to consent, an auditable record is present that can demonstrate consent was 

updated – thereby showing a user is ensuring a client’s consent status is regularly reviewed.  

Consent Manager Configuration 

‘Processing Consent’ Configuration 

As noted above, the text that is displayed in the ‘Consent Manager’ can (and should) be changed to 

reflect user requirements. This is managed through the new tab of Setup > General > Consent. 

 

Figure 5: Setting Consent Manager Text 

 The ‘Privacy Button Text’ will change the text displayed on the button that launches the 

Privacy Policy within the Consent Manager 

 The ‘Consent Legal Text’ can be updated to display the text required 

Once changes are made, click back to the Start Page to commit the changes.  

The explanatory note confirms that changes applied here will apply to new consent records – 

existing clients will retain the consent details recorded until they are updated, e.g. through a new 

sale.  

Privacy Policy Document 

The actual document to be associated as a Privacy Policy is managed through Setup > General > 

Other Documents.  
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Figure 6: Privacy Policy Template Selection 

The document will need to be present in Setup > Letters before being assigned. This document can 

either be created via the Key, or an externally created file added.  

To change/select the associated document, click on the dropdown next to ‘Privacy/Data Policy’ and 

select the template to be used.  

Consent Summary 
All of the fields/data within the consent manager can be included in a document generated in the 

Key in the same manner as most other client documentation. An example of such a document is 

included as Appendix A at the end of these release notes, and a copy of the example document will 

be available on the Key’s help and support pages at www.mortgage-brain.co.uk.  

Alternatively, the merge fields shown in Appendix A could be incorporated within the ‘Privacy Policy’ 

document already referred to. 

Once the document has been edited to suit, and been added to the Key through Setup > Letters, it 

will be available for production through Client > Documents > Generate Document.  

 

Figure 7: Generate Document 

http://www.mortgage-brain.co.uk/
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Data Deletion Updates 
A number of changes and enhancements have been made in relation to the data deletion 

functionality within the Key, primarily to support the requirements of GDPR.  

Single Record Deletion 

The process for deleting a single client record (of applicant one and two if included in the record) 

remains the same, i.e. selecting the client from the client list and clicking the ‘Delete’ button – note 

that the delete button will only be displayed for users with the appropriate permission.  

 

Figure 8: Record Deletion 

Individual records can only be deleted where no open sales exist. When selecting a client and 

initiating the deletion process, a new confirmation window will now be displayed.  

 

Figure 9: Deletion Warning and Reason Record 

The ‘Delete Record’ button will remain disabled until a reason is added for the deletion, and the 

current user’s password is added – this is an additional security step to ensure that the correct 

record is deleted. Once complete, a prompt will confirm that the record has been deleted.  

Bulk Record Deletion 

Due to the additional restrictions on retaining data that are placed on firms through GDPR, a new 

bulk deletion process has been developed. This will allow multiple records to be deleted in one 

action. As this has the potential to cause significant problems if used incorrectly, the functionality 

will only be available to users with a dedicated user permission.  
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Important Note re Bulk Record Deletion 

Whilst the single record deletion process has a ‘check step’ to prevent the deletion of cases with an 

open sale, this is not present within the bulk deletion functionality. Once records are selected for 

deletion through the process described below, they will be deleted with no further checks made as 

to sale or product status.  

Bulk Record Deletion Permission 

The permission for bulk client deletion is labelled ‘User can delete multiple clients’, located in Setup 

> Users > User Details: Restrictions.  

 

Figure 10: Deletion Permissions in User Details 

This permission will only be available to users already holding the ‘User can delete information’ 

permission (also highlighted above). If selected, a warning prompt will be displayed to confirm the 

implications of the permission.  

 

Figure 11: Bulk Deletion Permission Warning 

Once enabled, the next time the user logs into the Key a new menu option of Admin > Bulk Deletion 

will be available.  

Running Bulk Deletion 

The process is initiated by selecting the Admin > Bulk Deletion option noted above. This will open 

the Bulk Deletion interface.  
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Figure 12: Bulk Deletion Screens 

Setting Bulk Deletion Parameters 

The first requirement is to set the rules for which records are to be selected for deletion. This is done 

through the ‘Set Parameters’ button.  

 

Figure 13: Bulk Deletion Parameter Setting 

One or more ‘categories’ can be selected, and – where appropriate – a specific timeframe can be 

added. For example, the following setting will select all clients that were last modified over 5 years 

ago.  

 

Figure 14: Example Parameter 
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As the process requires an analysis and identification from all records on the database, it may take 

some time, especially if the search parameters are very broad. A prompt will warn users of this, so 

that the activity can be taken at a suitable time.  

Once completed, the search results will display a list of the records identified.  

 

Figure 15: Bulk Deletion Search Results Screen 

This list includes the first applicant’s name, date of birth, and a summary of the sales and products 

held. It also includes the date the record was last modified. The parameters used and the details of 

when the search was run are also displayed.  

Carrying Out the Bulk Deletion 

Users can now confirm which records are to be deleted. All records can be selected through the 

‘Select All’ button, or individual records can be selected by placing a tick in the checkbox under the 

‘To Be Deleted’ column. If any record requires further checking, a read only copy of the record can 

be opened using the ‘Open Record (Read Only)’ button. Upon returning to this screen after checking 

a record, the results will still be shown.  

Once records have been selected, click ‘Delete Selected Record(s)’ to carry out the deletion. A 

prompt similar to the single record deletion will appear, confirming the number of records to be 

deleted, requiring a reason for the deletion to be added, and for the user’s password to carry out the 

deletion.  
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Figure 16: Bulk Deletion Warning Prompt 

Clicking on ‘Delete Records’ will initiate the deletion, and once complete return the user to the 

results page which will be updated to remove any deleted records.  

Record Export Update 
The existing export functionality has been updated with regard to the enhanced obligations under 

GDPR.  

The functionality is still launched from the Client Search screen, after the record to be exported has 

been selected.  

 

Figure 17: Record Export Dialogue 

Clicking on the Export button will present a number of options.  

 Save File and Save File and Email will generate a bespoke Key file for exporting client data to 

another Key database.  

 The ‘Export…’ options create separate files of client information in industry standard formats 

as detailed below. 

 Send To Excel will create a spreadsheet of the entire client list as shown on screen 
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Export Data 
Selecting ‘Export Applicant 1/Applicant2/Both Applicant (Personal) Data’ will create a new .zip file(s) 

containing the client data in the form of an .xml file as well as a series of .csv files. The .zip file will 

also include a ‘Documents’ folder for associated document records. Finally, a ‘ReadMe.txt’ file is 

created that will confirm the contents (noting, for example, where a .csv file has not been created 

due to the absence of any client data).  

 

Figure 18: Export File Structure 

If an export for both applicants has been selected, then two .zip files will be created.  

Export File Management 
Exported files will be named ‘ApplicantExport1.zip’ (in the case of exporting applicant one data) 

and/or ‘ApplicantExport2.zip’ (in the case of exporting applicant two data), and located in a local 

folder on the user’s computer. Both files will be created if exporting both applicant’s data. This will 

be automatically opened after the export completes (one window per export file created).  

 

Figure 19: Export Files Showing Location 

The files should be moved to another location accessible to the user where the data can be stored 

securely and, once distributed as necessary, deleted.  
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Fact Find Changes 

Fact Find > Dependants 

Data associated with client dependants has been updated in order to comply with GDPR 

requirements. In this case, it is no longer acceptable to record or store full personal details of 

dependants, and so this information has been amended to record/store the presence of each 

dependant (if appropriate), the financial dependency status, and the date of birth expressed as a 

month/year combination. Accessing the ‘More’ button (if ‘Yes’ is recorded next to ‘Do you have any 

Dependants?’) will now show the following screen.  

 

Figure 20: Dependant Addition Screen 

The two highlighted dropdowns will allow for the month and year to be recorded for the dependant.  

The summary of dependant details has also been amended to reflect these changes.  

 

Figure 21: Dependant Summary Details 

Fact Find > Current Mortgage 

The ‘Current Mortgage’ tab has been updated to allow the monthly rental income from an existing 

Buy to Let mortgage to be recorded.  
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Figure 22: Current Mortgage Rental Income 

The associated Product Details file that is created will also show the monthly rental income.  

 

Figure 23: Product Details Rental Income 

A prompt can be configured to display when a specific number of BTL mortgages have been added to 

this tab. This defaults to 4, but this number – and the associated prompt text – can be amended (or 

disabled) in setup.  

 

Figure 24: Multiple BTL Mortgages Warning Prompt 

The text in this prompt etc. can be changed in Setup > Compliance > Prompts. 
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Figure 25: Portfolio Landlord Prompt Text Management 

A further change has been made when adding the existing lender name. Users can simply start 

typing the name of the lender, and a selection box will automatically refine the options.  

 

Figure 26: Lender Dropdown Filtering 

Fact Find > Financials: Asset Information 

It is now possible to record details of assets held by the client(s). This is accessed through a new 

‘Assets’ button on the Financials tab of the Fact Find.  

 

Figure 27: Assets Launch Button 

Clicking on this button will open the ‘Assets Record’.  
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Figure 28: Assets Record Screen 

To add a new record, click on the ‘Add’ button. This will open the ‘Asset Detail’ window.  

 

Figure 29: Asset Detail Screen 

If the ‘Include in Income Details’ checkbox is selected, the associated figure will be added to the 

owner’s income details. Once all necessary information has been recorded, click on OK to add the 

details to the ‘Assets Record’. Entries in the ‘Assets Record’ can then be edited or deleted as 

necessary.  

Fact Find > Financials: Income Details 

Both the monthly rental income recorded in Current Mortgage (for BTL cases) and any income 

derived from assets is now shown in the Income Details window.  

 

Figure 30: Updated Income Details Screen 
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Fact Find > New Mortgage/Loan 
The ‘New Mortgage/Loan’ tab has been updated for ‘Buy to Let’ cases to show the number of 

existing BTL mortgages held, as per the ‘Current Mortgage’ tab.  

 

Figure 31: Existing BTL Mortgage Field 

Fact Find > Insurance: Life/Critical Illness 

The options available when specifying the precise need for Life/Critical Illness cases have been 

extended to allow for recording ‘life and critical illness’ or ‘life or earlier critical illness’ cover. 

To reflect this, the name of the tab within Fact Find > Insurance has been renamed ‘Life/Critical 

Illness’ (from Life and Critical Illness).  

When specifying the need in this section, both ‘life and critical illness’ and ‘life or earlier critical 

illness’ are now available.  

 

Figure 32: Life/Critical Illness Need Selection 

 This will also pass the appropriate option through to the SolutionBuilder integration.  

SolutionBuilder Integration 

If the life cover and critical illness cover amounts are the same, this single figure will be passed 

through as the life or earlier critical illness cover amount.  

If the life cover amount is greater than the critical illness amount, the life or earlier critical illness 

amount will be the lower figure, and a separate additional life cover created for the difference.  

If the critical illness amount is greater than the life amount, the life or earlier critical illness amount 

will be the lower figure, and a separate additional critical illness cover created for the difference.  

An example – showing both the fact find and SolutionBuilder screen elements – is shown below for a 

case where the life cover amount is £150,000 and the life or earlier critical illness amount is 

£100,000.  
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Figure 33: Fact Find and SolutionBuilder Cover Confirmation 

Product Details Update 

A change has been made to the Insurance > Combined Term / CIC screen to display the type of 

combination of life/CIC cover.  

 

Figure 34: Life/CIC Combination Type 

Client Portal Updates 
A number of updates have been made around the Client Portal.  
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Secure Messaging 

Unread Message Counter 

An ‘unread message’ counter has now been added to the main Key interface to draw attention to 

outstanding messages for the advisor. This counter reflects messages sent to the advisor – it does 

not include messages sent by the advisor which have not yet been read by the client.  

 

Figure 35: Unread Secure Message Indicator 

Deleting Secure Messages 

It is now possible to delete secure messages from within the Key.  

 

Figure 36: Delete Secure Messages 

This functionality will only be available to users with the appropriate permission. This is located in 

Setup > Users > User Details: Restrictions.  
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Figure 37: Delete Secure Messages Permission 

When composing a secure message, it is now possible to use the ‘Enter’/’Return’ key to add a line 

break. Previously this would activate the ‘OK’ button.  

Email notifications that a secure message has been received will now include the relevant client 

name.  

Portal Fact Find Changes 
Additional questions have been added to the Personal Details section of the online Fact Find. Please 

note that the ‘smoking’ question only appears if the associated fact find includes ‘Protection/GI’.  

 

Figure 38: Client Portal - Additional Personal Details 

The ‘Existing Mortgage’ screen has been updated to allow the property value and address to be 

recorded.  
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Figure 39: Client Portal - Additional Existing Mortgage Details 

The ‘New Mortgage’ screen has been updated to allow users to record the address, source of 

deposit and expected rent (only visible if the new mortgage is noted as a buy to let case).  

 

Figure 40: Client Portal - Additional New Mortgage Details 

 Resolved issue in recording previous employment status if this was set to ‘Not employed’ or 

‘Retired’ and the current employment status was self employed 

 Mozilla Firefox users will now be able to select a year when adding a date of birth 

 Resolved issue that could prevent a fact find from opening when a new version is deployed to 

the Key 

 Resolved an issue with the portal menu ‘wrapping’ when changing the resolution/size of the 

window 

 Renamed label from ‘Total’ to ‘Total Expenditure’ within the budget planner 
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Product Details Changes 

Product Features (Mortgage) 

The list of Features displayed in Product Details > Mortgage > Main has been amended to remove 

outdated options. This will apply to new mortgage products, and removes the Self Cert and Fast 

Track (no income evidenced) options. Historical cases with these options selected will still show the 

option.  

 

Figure 41: Amended Product Details (Mortgage) Features 

New Build Products 
A new option in Features has been added called ‘New Build’. If selected, a new tab appears in 

Product Details > Mortgage > Mortgage Details > Main called ‘New Build’.  

 

Figure 42: New Build Data Fields 

At present, this will allow users to record the reservation date and PIF date associated with this 

transaction.  

These fields are available in Ad Hoc reporting in the following areas: 

 By Client Record > Products 

o New Build PIF Date 

o New Build Reservation Date 

Setup Changes 

Mandatory Contact Information Required 
It has been possible to complete the Client > Contact details screen without any contact information 

present (e.g. a telephone number or an email address). A new option within Setup > General > Sales 

Process will add a check to ensure that at least one contact option is completed.  

Applicable contact fields are: 
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 Home Telephone 

 Mobile Telephone 

 Work Telephone 

 Email Address 

 

 

Figure 43: Mandatory Contact Method Setting 

Automatic Tasks 
The Key automatically creates a task whenever the administrator for a client is changed. A new 

option in Setup > General > Tasks/Alerts/Reviews allows for the this task to be suppressed, but 

checking the box highlighted below.  

 

Figure 44: Task Opt Out Screen 

User Details 

If a leaving date is recorded for a user, a new field is available to record the reason for leaving.  
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Figure 45: User 'Reason for Leaving' Data Field 

The reason can be free typed, or a list of reasons can be stored in Setup > General > Lists, selecting 

the ‘Reason for Leaving’ option.  

 

Figure 46: 'Reason for Leaving' List Management 

Fact Find Options 

Template Management 

The options available in Setup > General > Reports/Fact Find have been amended to reflect the 

earlier changes made in fact find types available. References to fact finds for secured loans have now 

been removed, leaving the three options of ‘Mortgage Only’, ‘Mortgage/GI’ and ‘GI Only’.  

 

Figure 47: Fact Find Template Management 

Fact Find Save Options 

The fact find generated within the Key can now be saved as a PDF document. Select the option 

available in Setup > General > Reports/Fact Find as highlighted above.  
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Start Page Links Order 
It has been possible to display web links on the Start Page for some time, but these have been 

displayed in the order in which they were added. This could make maintaining the links in the 

required order difficult.  

A change has been made within the Customise Layout > Configure Items > Links area to add a 

‘Display Order’ field. This will default to the existing order upon deployment. To change the order of 

links, navigate to this screen, select the link, and use the arrow buttons highlighted below to change 

the order.  

 

Figure 48: Start Page - Links Ordering 

Other Enhancements 
 General – Removed possibility to change screens during save process (potential to corrupt 

saving process) 

 General – the Key will now display a warning message if being run via unsupported display 

settings (e.g. excessive scaling) 

 Setup > Users > Login History – Corrected issue placing usernames in quotation marks 

 Setup > Users – Grammar correction to prompt when cancelling changes 

 Setup > Letters – New Fact Find templates will not be marked as ‘Include in Marketing’ or 

‘Include in Doc Generation’ when deployed 

 Notes – Added a prompt if the user moves away from adding a note without saving the note 

first 

 Start Page > Widgets – Resolved issue preventing a report being displayed when no branch 

permissions were set 

 Client – Added Mx to the title dropdown 

 Client Search > Customisable Columns – Removed Admin1 and Admin2 fields (now at sale 

level) 

 Client > Contact > Additional Information – Corrected spelling when deleting a contact 

associated with a client 
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 Client > Fact Find – Removed inconsistency with wording of Fact Find 

 Client > Fact Find > Client Cont. – Resolved issue when selecting nationality after typing in 

initial letter, where the options were not selectable using the mouse 

 Client > Fact Find > New Mortgage > Preferences – Resolved issue that could impact pre-

population of ‘interest only’ risk and generation of Interest Only Questionnaire 

 Client > Documents – Increased width of ‘Move Documents’ window 

 Client > Documents – Added a filter to automatically hide Fact Find Snapshots 

 

Figure 49: Hide Snapshots Option 

 Client > Admin > Main – Added ability to select a ‘blank’ option for the Administrator or 2nd 

Administrator values 

 Integrations > The Exchange – Updated integration to support new security policies 

 Integrations > MortgageBrain Anywhere and MortgageBrain Classic – Updated integration to 

pass through ‘Contractor’ filter 

 Integrations > MortgageBrain Anywhere – Resolved integration issue with some user 

password values 

 Product Details – Increased width of ‘Move Documents’ window 

 Product Details > Commission – Commission receipt can now be added as soon as a 

completion/effective date is recorded without the need to close and reopen the product file 

 Admin > Compliance > View report of checked cases – Added column to the report for 

compliance check result 

 Reports > Queries – Resolved issue where screen may appear in read only format after 

opening a locked client 
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Appendix A – Sample Consent Summary Document 
Below the line is the text that can form an example consent summary document. This can be copied 

into a new Word document, edited to suit user requirements (e.g. additional explanatory text) and 

uploaded into the Key. The items between << and >> represents where data from the Key will be 

populated (if applicable).  

Consent Summary Document 

 

Applicant 1: <<CLIENT.TITLE_1>> <<CLIENT.FIRSTNAME_1>> <<CLIENT.SURNAME_1>>  

Applicant 2: <<CLIENT.TITLE_2>> <<CLIENT.FIRSTNAME_2>> <<CLIENT.SURNAME_2>> 

 

Consent 

<<CLIENT2.MARKETINGCONSENT_LEGALTEXT>> 

Consent Given: <<CLIENT2.MARKETINGCONSENT_ISOVERALLCONSENTGIVEN>> 

Privacy Policy Last Viewed: <<CLIENT2.MARKETINGCONSENT_PRIVACYDOCVIEWEDDATE>> 
 
Marketing Consent 

Contact Consent <<CLIENT.FIRSTNAME_1>> 
<<CLIENT.SURNAME_1>> 

<<CLIENT.FIRSTNAME_2>> 
<<CLIENT.SURNAME_2>> 

Consent By Mail <<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_MAIL_1>> 

<<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_MAIL_2>> 

Consent By Email <<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_EMAIL_1>> 

<<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_EMAIL_2>> 

Consent By Telephone <<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_PHONE_1>> 

<<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_PHONE_2>> 

Consent By Text Message <<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_TEXT_1>> 

<<CLIENT.ALLOW_CONTACT_VIA
_TEXT_2>> 

  

Last Updated: <<CLIENT2.MARKETINGCONSENT_LASTUPDATED>> 
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Appendix B – FF Template Updates 
The fact find printout templates have been amended to support the fact find data screens. The new 

templates will automatically be deployed as part of the update. However, if custom fact find 

printouts have been created, the updated areas are shown below. In each case, the entire section is 

shown, although not every field has been updated.  

Income Details 
Two new rows have been added to record BTL rental income and asset income. The whole section is 

shown below: 

INCOME DETAILS 

 1st Applicant 2nd Applicant 

If employed: 

Basic salary p.a. 

 

£<<CLIENT.BASIC_INCO

ME_1>> 

 

£<<CLIENT.BASIC_INCO

ME_2>> 

Guaranteed additional p.a. (overtime, bonus etc.) £<<CLIENT2.INCOME_G

UARANTEED>> 

£<<CLIENT2.INCOME_G

UARANTEED_2>> 

Regular additional p.a. (overtime, bonus etc.) £<<CLIENT2.INCOME_R

EGULAR>> 

£<<CLIENT2.INCOME_R

EGULAR_2>> 

Other earned income (please specify) £<<CLIENT2.SECONDIN

COME1>> 

£<<CLIENT2.SECONDIN

COME2>> 

If self-employed: 

Number of years accounts available 

<<CLIENT2.SEYEARSAC

COUNTS>> Years 

<<CLIENT2.SEYEARSAC

COUNTS_2>> Years 

Net profit last year £<<CLIENT2.SEYEARLA

STNET>> 

£<<CLIENT2.SEYEARLA

STNET_2>> 

Previous year £<<CLIENT2.SEYEAR2N

ET>> 

£<<CLIENT2.SEYEAR2N

ET_2>> 

Year before that £<<CLIENT2.SEYEAR3N

ET>> 

£<<CLIENT2.SEYEAR3N

ET_2>> 

Amount of any other income p.a. £<<CLIENT2.OTHER_IN

COME>> 

£<<CLIENT2.OTHER_IN

COME_2>> 

Buy To Let mortgage rental income p.a. £<<CLIENT2.BTLRENTA

LINCOMEPA_APP1>> 

£<<CLIENT2.BTLRENTA

LINCOMEPA_APP2>> 

Asset income p.a. £<<CLIENT2.CLIENTASS

ETINCOMEPA>> 

£<<CLIENT2.CLIENTASS

ETINCOMEPA_APP2>> 

Is any income received not in Sterling? <<Client2.NonSterlingInc

ome_App1>> 

<<Client2.NonSterlingInc

ome_App2>> 

Details of where other income is from  

(e.g. pensions, rental, investment, state benefits, allowances) 

 

Asset Details 

A new ‘sub-table’ has been added below ‘Income Details cont.’ and ‘Financial Commitments’. This is 

shown below – note that the merge field will automatically display the assets table.  
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ASSET DETAILS (If Applicable) 

<<CLIENT.ASSETS>> 

Current Mortgage Details 

A new row has been added below the existing ‘Buy To Let’ line that reflects the BTL monthly rental 

income. The whole section is shown below: 

CURRENT MORTGAGE DETAILS <CURRENTMORTGAGELIST> 

  

Lender <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1.PROVIDER>> 

Account Number <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1.CONTRACT_NUM

BER>> 

Owner <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1.HOLDER>> 

Amount of Loan outstanding £<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.LOAN_A

MOUNT>> 

Term remaining <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.TERM>> 

Years 

Buy To Let <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.BTL>> 

If Buy To Let, monthly rental income £<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.BTL_RE

NTAL_INCOME>> 

Current interest rate <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.CURREN

TRATE>>% 

Monthly mortgage payment £<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1.PAYMENT>> 

To be redeemed <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.TOBERED

EEMED>> 

Interest rate type <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.RATETYP

E>> 

If ‘other’ give details  

If applicable when does the rate end?  <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1.BENEFITENDDATE

>> 

Are there any penalties if you transfer or repay your existing 

mortgage now? 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ERP_APP

LICABLE>> 

How much is the penalty £<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ERP_DE

TAILS>> 

Early Repayment Charge End Date <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.TIEINEND

DATE>> 

Are you prepared to pay these if you transfer/repay your current 

mortgage? 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ERP_PRE

PARED_TO_PAY>> 

If selling, what is the sale price? £<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.VALUATI

ON>> 

Are your current mortgage terms portable to a new property? <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.PORTABL

E>> 

Repayment method <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.REPAYM

ENT_METHOD>> 

If Interest Only how do you intend to repay the capital? <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.REPAYM

ENT_VEHICLE>> 
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If Split: how much is interest only? £<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.INTERE

STONLY_AMOUNT>> 

Do you want to continue using it / them for any new mortgage 

arrangement? 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.KEEPREP

AYVEHICLEONNEWMORT>> 

Current Mortgage Address <<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ADDRESS

_LINE1>> 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ADDRESS

_LINE2>> 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ADDRESS

_LINE3>> 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ADDRESS

_LINE4>> 

<<CURRENTMORTGAGE1DETAILS.ADDRESS

_POSTCODE>> 

<CURRENTMORTGAGELIST> 

 
END OF DOCUMENT 


